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Aims & Objectives

General aims of this section To present an interesting and challenging set of calculus topics
for well qualified students, which will improve their mathematical knowledge, insights and skills
as well as enhancing the transferable skills of reasoning, handling of abstract concepts, problem
solving, communication, and clarity of presentation.

Calculus

1. Introduction

Aims To revise knowledge of the basic properties of real numbers and elementary functions.

Contents

• Geometrical interpretation of the real numbers and operations with sets.

• Inequalities: rules for manipulation and methods for solving problems.

• Definitions: function, domain, codomain, image.

• Elementary functions: polynomial, rational, rational power, trigonometric.

• Bijections, inverse functions, inverse trigonometric functions.

Objectives After this section students should

◦ Understand and use geometric properties of the real numbers to solve problems.

◦ Manipulate inequalities and solve problems posed as inequalities.

◦ Find the maximal domain and image set of a given function.

◦ Determine whether or not a given function is injective or surjective and to find an inverse
function when it exists.

◦ State the definition of the inverse trigonometric functions (including domain, codomain and
rule) and use these to exactly evaluate or simplify expressions involving inverse trigonometric
functions such as tan−1 1 + tan−1 2.

2. Limits and Continuity

Aims To study the basic properties of limits and the concept of continuity for real functions.

Contents

• Limits: definition, properties. The limit limx→0 sin x/x.

• Continuity: definition, properties.
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Objectives After this section students should

◦ Determine the limit of a real function at a given point when it exists.

◦ Use the result sin x/x → 1 as x → 0 to evaluate the limit of e.g. sin 3x/5x as x → 0.

◦ Prove, using properties of limits, that a given real function is continuous.

3. Differentiation

Aims To define differentiability of a function. To study techniques for finding derivatives and
applications of differentiation.

Contents

• Definition, differentiation from first principles.

• The chain, product and quotient rules.

• Implicit differentiation.

• Standard derivatives: polynomials, trigonometric functions, inverse trigonometric functions,
exp, log.

• Higher derivatives.

Objectives After this section students should

◦ Obtain, from first principles, the derivative of a simple function.

◦ Prove the chain, product and quotient rules.

◦ Recall the standard derivatives of rational powers, the trigonometric and inverse trigonometric
functions and exponential and logarithmic functions.

◦ Determine the derivative of a given function using the chain, product and quotient rules, and
knowledge of the above standard derivatives.

◦ Determine the derivative of a function defined implicitly.

4. Indefinite integration

Aims To develop methods of finding indefinite integrals.

Contents

• Methods of integration: substitution, partial fractions, integration by parts.

Objectives After this section students should

◦ Decide on a method of integration suitable for a given problem.

◦ If appropriate, decide on a substitution and use this to determine an indefinite integral.

◦ If appropriate, use partial fractions or integration by parts to determine an indefinite integral.
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